
INTERIOR FITOUT $IM TO $2.SM 

Emac Constructions 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT: 

Client: Coach St Collins Lane 

Location: Melbourne, VIC 

Project Size: 400 square metres 

C
oach's Australian Flagship 
store was built for maximum 
exposure to Collins Street, 

with a mixture of local and imported 
products and materials to create a 
superior retail experience. 
The project was over two years in the 
making. From securing the perfect 
location on Collins Street, through 
many design alterations, countless 
trips to Melbourne, endless hours 
on site and finishing with a boom lift 
to get the bags and trunks properly 
in place on the eight metre high 
stairwell wall; this store was no small 
feat. 
The new store design was developed 
by Coach Executive Creative Director, 
Stuart Vevers and in partnership 
with world renowned creative firm 
Studio Sofield, led by Designer and 
President William Sofield. Drawing 
from a wide range of influences, 
the concept places a premium 
on contrasting textures and luxe 
materials. 
Architectural elements include a 
two story high glass block back lit 
facade supported by massive steel 
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L-beams and bronze signage and
logo. Throughout the space is a
mix of custom designed cabinetry
fabricated from natural and ebonized
ash, blackened steel, antique bronze
and mahogany trim. The store
interior also consists of iron spot
brick pavers, reclaimed heart-pine
wood flooring with custom hand
tufted wool carpeting and statement
mid-century furniture punctuating the
elegant lines and muted colours.
St Collins Lane also features
a Craftsmanship Bar, offering
monogram services, expert repairs
and complimentary cleaning.
This is the first Craftsmanship Bar
in Australia and only one of 13
globally. The service will bring to life
Coach's heritage and expertise in

luxury craftsmanship and innovative 
design. Every Craftsmanship Bar 
Vitrine has an assortment of one-of
a-kind iconic silhouettes from the 
SO's, 60's and 70's, which beautifully 
demonstrate Coach's 75 year history 
of leather craft.<%> 
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INTERIOR FITOUT $2.SM & OVER 

Altran Project Management 

A
ltran Project Management 
completed the BOG Architects 
designed refurbishment 

of several sections of Twin Towns 
Services Club Tweed Heads. 
The stylish finish was achieved 
through innovative use of lighting 
by Yellow Goat Design and products 
including Laminex Moose Lamiwood 
and Laminex Craftform. More than 
80 per cent of materials, labour and 
design was sourced from within 
Australia. 
The multi-million dollar project 
included Breezes Bar and Lounge, 
the Orient Bar, Images Bar, gaming 
areas, cashier kiosk and lobby entry, 
exterior screens and service areas. 
The original Breezes Bar was 
demolished in sections as the area 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT: 

Client: Twin Towns Services Club 

Location: Tweed Heads, NSW 

Project Size: 2,741 square metres 

AUSTRALIAN MADE AWARD 

COMMERCIAL 

was open to the public for the 
duration of the project. A new raised 
bar and seating area was created 
amidst a sea of high-gloss finishes 
and dramatic feature lighting. 
Ceilings, floor and wall finishes give 
an opulent, sophisticated style to 
Images Bar and gaming lounge, 
the cashier kiosk and lobby entry. 
Lighting creates a relaxed and 
exciting ambience by day and night. 
High-end finishes and feature lighting 
adds an element of excitement to the 
gaming areas. 
Focal points of this fitout include 
screens, mosaic columns and 
approximately 22 thousand gold and 
silver floating pebbles individually 
hung from the ceiling.<%> 
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Complete Design & Construct 

Shopfitting & Office Fitouts 
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Australia Wide 
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Burleigh Heads OLD 4220 
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